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In summer 2008, I conducted a review of the perceptions of and 
attitudes towards social software, also known as Web 2.0, at the Library 
and Information Service in West Sussex (WSCCLIS) with a view to 
recommending which software might fill possible reference service gaps. 
The result of that research was that, in general, staff felt they were 
answering enquiries well without any Web 2.0, and the gaps discovered 
would best be filled by expensive and time-consuming infrastructure 
improvements such as new ICT equipment, web-browsable email, and a 
more uniform staff training programme. The one gap that Web 2.0 could 
address was better publicising the free enquiry service.  
 
Since then, I have worked as a technical assistant in the circulation 
department of the King County Library System (KCLS) serving the area 
surrounding Seattle. The library services are vastly different in terms of 
size and scope of operations: KCLS operates 44 branches serving 1.8 
million residents spread over 2,131 mi²; WSCCLIS operates 36 
branches serving 750,000 residents spread over 769 mi². KCLS had an 
$86.5 million operating budget in 2007 and operates independent of the 
local government, meaning it is not subject to the budget cuts and 
restrictive ITS policies that continue to inform online service provision in 
English public libraries. As such, it has deliberately invested in Web 2.0, 
with interesting and perhaps not unusual results (Munger, David). 
 
The ideal benefits of investing in Web 2.0 are both external (reaching 
users at their point of need, personalising their online library experience, 
promoting services) and internal (informing staff of best practices, 
increasing productivity). For this article, only external efforts and benefits 
will be discussed. 
 
Concurrent with my first review, WSCCLIS published a del.icio.us list of 
links for reading groups and a Flickr photostream of happenings at 
Crawley Library. In 2009, Crawley Library added a Twitter feed to 
publicise events.  
 
KCLS invested in Facebook (in English and in Spanish), MySpace, 
Twitter, Flickr, Youtube videos, iTunes podcasts, a blog, an “Add This” 
widget for sharing KCLS webpages as links on 286 different sites 
including email, a wiki of children’s StoryTime games and rhymes, and 



external sites designed to link the OPAC to mobile devices or to connect 
multiple user accounts. These investments are in addition to updating 
their OPAC to include images, fiction attributes, and related content from 
EBSCO NoveList, basic improvements much desired but out of reach for 
many library systems, and creating a second OPAC, Catalogue 
Explorer, that generates tag clouds with its catalogue searches.  
 
Web 2.0 at KCLS acts as promotion (events posted on Twitter and 
Facebook, Youtube Summer Reading Program videos), service 
provision (blogged book reviews, StoryTimes and author lecture videos, 
author interview podcasts, a virtual Facebook book group), and user 
education (information literacy and database instructional videos). KCLS 
also invites patrons to submit programs they’ve created to be considered 
for sharing by the webmaster. 
 
Supporting these programs has required a system-wide investment of 
staff time, ongoing training, and promotion. Some sites are updated 
daily, often on a rotating schedule or according to predetermined event 
guidelines. The guidelines are clearly evolving. In 2008, Library Talk 
reviews were mixed with posts about user education and database 
promotion; now the blog is dedicated solely to book reviews. No 
Facebook updates were posted from July to September 2009; updates 
were then increased monthly until 17 were posted in April 2010, each 
with multiple user comments. 
 
With the increase in usage, there have been problems utilizing the 
technology even by expert users. Examples include lost blog posts, wiki 
corrections erased due to Internet Explorer pop-up blockers, and the 
mistype of a link that directed patrons to a salacious website for a few 
heart-stopping seconds before it could be deleted.  
 
How to accurately measure Web 2.0 success is an ongoing problem that 
has been much discussed in the literature. Obvious statistics would be 
Flickr and Youtube “views”, Facebook and MySpace “friends”, blog 
“comments”, and Twitter “followers.” According to this limited view, the 
WSCCLIS Web 2.0 investments would be considered failures. Crawley 
Library only has 118 Twitter followers and fewer than 5 views on some 
of its Flickr photos, and there is no clear metric for measuring del.icio.us 
visits.  
 
In spite of the greatly increased organizational investment, the KCLS 
blog, Flickr photos, and the Youtube videos would also be considered 
failures. The moderated blog has almost zero comments, Flickr photos 



from 2008 have only 25 views, and similarly aged user education videos 
have 13 views—the lowest number of views of all KCLS Youtube videos. 
It would appear that KCLS users either do not want to increase their 
information literacy skills from a Youtube video, or the barriers that 
would drive them to seek that information also prevent them from finding 
it in that format.  
  
The statistics on KCLS Facebook (2600 friends) and Twitter (1600 
followers) accounts are low when compared to other public institutions. 
Neighbouring Seattle Public Library has 6000 friends on Facebook, and 
both library systems fail to match the 12,000 friends of the Seattle Art 
Museum or its 9600 followers on Twitter.  
 
However, mitigating factors do exist. Individual KCLS branches have 
Facebook pages, as do Friends groups of the different branches, and 
not all users who view pages become Facebook friends. Crawley Library 
only Tweets a few times a month, and its Flickr photos are an 
institutional repository that can be accessed remotely for a variety of 
uses, not limited to patrons. A more extensive Web 2.0 review would 
have to analyse incoming traffic, links, reposts, reader engagement, and 
track record to truly reflect influence (Baldwin, Micah).  
 
What is more important is to have a methodology in place to select and 
evaluate Web 2.0 investments, to accept the broken links that will result 
from a discontinued service, and to remove those links wherever 
possible. It requires constant attention. KCLS, despite its progressive 
policies, still link to MySpace pages and blogs that are no longer found 
or have not been updated since 2007. The pages represent individual 
branches, primarily teen interests, and had one or two creators unable to 
maintain the sites or post updates. These factors match my dissertation 
finding that Web 2.0 sites created without strict organizational guidelines 
are more likely to be abandoned and reflect poorly on the owning 
institution. I suggested a checklist for organizations to consider when 
designing a Web 2.0 implementation policy. A more extensive guide, 
specifically for implementing Twitter in the UK, although it could equally 
be used for any Web 2.0, has been shared by UK government web 
creator Neil Williams. The link is available in the references at the end of 
this article. 
 
Online safety, a concern identified by 2008 WSCCLIS interview subjects 
as needing rigorous pursuit when adopting Web 2.0, is increasingly 
being addressed. American public libraries are posting a Social Software 



Policy that acknowledges the rewards and risks of their involvement in 
Web 2.0 to safeguard the institutions and educate users.  
 
Web 2.0 will continue to evolve with improvements in programming 
languages, bandwidth capacity, and hardware. Public libraries wishing to 
put forth a relevant online image need to clearly articulate appropriate 
guidelines, staffing commitment, and evaluation measures for Web 2.0 
investment success. 
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